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independent device
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An Italian start-up
with the mission of
transforming the global
energy market with
innovative solutions for
end users, installers,
utilities, and ESCOs

Our technological platform (hardware and soft-

The architecture consists of three levels:
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Regalgrid has
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SNOCU is an innovative gateway that connects
or without a storage system). SNOCU converts

energy surplus generated by individual energy gen-

• Local: SNOCU (Smart NOde Control Unit), an in-

the management of their own energy and reduce

erating systems and the excess of battery capacity,

novative gateway, developed by us, which connects

electric bills.

to the Regalgrid

Join the system that will manage
tomorrow's networks and become
a major player in the production
and distribution of your energy.

Regalgrid ® platform, transforming your energy
generating system into an "active node" of a smart
community.

▌ PV plant

▌ Storage battery

▌ Inverter

▌ Loads

▌ SNOCU

▌ Public network

Regalgrid ® allows users to have a prominent role in

ware) enables us to make the most of the renewable

to the devices of your photovoltaic system (with

®

®

platform. This unit transforms

the energy ﬂows into digital data and sends the ap-

Installer services

propriate commands to local devices to improve

Regalgrid ® provides turnkey technological kits and

self-consumption within the community.

training for installers who intend to propose smart
grid systems to progressive prosumers.

• Cloud: a server platform that manages all the data
from the SNOCU units and processes the objectives

Services for utilities

of each system in real-time as a function of the ex-

Regalgrid ®

pected consumption and generation.

a real-time service platform that can be managed by

with and without the
Regalgrid system
®

13%

32%

26%

an advanced service manager through a pool of users,
• Remote: an archive server platform for the be-

with a licensing agreement, in line with the goals the

havioral analysis of each system, to draw up the ﬁnal

▌ Battery energy

statements regarding energy exchange, and for the
remote diagnosis of the systems.
The individual units, called "nodes", consisting of
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▌ Solar energy

Services for ESCOs

▌ Energy withdrawn

Regalgrid ® can manage turnkey projects, from design

▌ Delta self-consumption

generators, storage systems, or renewable energy

The Regalgrid ® architecture integrates both

to installation, through the maintenance of technolog-

consumers, share their available energy in real time.

new and existing photovoltaic systems, whether

ical equipment (photovoltaic panels, inverters, batter-

equipped with an energy storage system or not.

ies, SNOCUs) for electrical condominiums, resorts,

47%

without
Regalgrid ®
architecture
21%

40%

with
Regalgrid ®
architecture
21%
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The table shows the comparison of the average aggregateWith Regalgrid® the systems exchange energy with a Thanks to the Regalgrid
platform, the requirements
values of three users who have installed an energy-gener
- priority logic regarding solar power consumption andfor external power are reduced (-19%), thus improving
®
ating photovoltaic system with and without Regalgrid
in the storage systems manage the surpluses or energy- de self-consumption performance, and ultimately reducing
their private homes.
mands from other users.
the charge and discharge cycles of the batteries.

